A cross-layered slotted ALOHA protocol is proposed for distributed estimation in sensor networks. Suppose that the sensors in the network record local measurements of a common event and report the data back to the fusion center through direct transmission links. We employ a channel-aware transmission control where the transmission probability of each sensor depends on the quality of the local observation and the conditions of the transmission channel in each time slot. In contrast to conventional ALOHA systems, our goal is to minimize the accumulated estimation error at each instant in time as opposed to maximizing the system throughput. We show that the transmission probability which achieves the maximum throughput does not provide the best solution to the distributed estimation problem. Two strategies are proposed: the maximum meansquare-error (MSE) reduction (MMR) method and the suboptimal two-mode MSE-reduction method. The first scheme maximizes the reduction in MSE for each transmission but requires the information of the number of active sensors and the accumulated estimation accuracy before each time slot. In the second scheme, the sensors utilize the interchange between two fixed transmission control policies without the explicit knowledge of the system parameters required in the first scheme.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks consist of a large number of miniature devices that have the ability to sense, to compute and to communicate. The sensors in these systems are linked through a common application and work cooperatively towards a common goal. With strict energy and bandwidth constraints, it is necessary to exploit the cooperative nature of the sensors to improve the efficiency of the communication [1] . Distributed estimation is a problem often encountered in sensor networks, such as localization or temperature estimation etc. In this system, the sensors record local measurements of a common event and report the data back to a centralized fusion center where a global estimate of the event is computed.
The goal of this work is to devise a random access protocol that allows the fusion center to efficiently retrieve the data from the sensors and to rapidly improve the estimate of the event. Specifically, we propose a cross-layered channel-aware slotted ALOHA protocol where the transmission probability of each sensor is assigned according to the reliability of the local observation and the quality of This work was supported by the National Science Council (Taiwan) under the grants NSC-95-2221-E-007-043-MY3 and NSC-95-2219-E-007-010. the channel towards the destination. The channel-aware transmission control was previously studied in [2, 3] to maximize the system throughput in the slotted ALOHA network. However, in the distributed estimation problem, the sensors are transmitting information about a common event and the goal is to obtain an accurate estimate, instead of maximizing the throughput. In fact, the conventional method that maximizes the throughput may not necessarily lead to an accurate estimate at each time instant since the observations that go through the channel may be unreliable.
In this work, we adopt the distributed estimation model studied in [4] where each sensor transmits an amplified version of its analog measurements to the fusion center. This system model is similar to the amplify-and-forward (AF) cooperative transmission scheme as described in [5] . Based on this model and given a fixed set of transmission probabilities, we first compute the expressions for the mean-square-error (MSE) distortion of the estimate. The channelaware transmission probability for the slotted ALOHA system is then derived to maximize the MSE-reduction after each transmission. This strategy is referred to as the maximum MSE-reduction (MMR) method. Two transmission schemes are studied: the repeated transmission (RT) scheme and the transmit once (TO) scheme.
In the MMR, the number of active sensors and the accumulated estimation performance (i.e., MSE) before each time slot must be available to the sensors. However, this may not be achievable in practice. Therefore, we propose a suboptimal two-mode MSEreduction (TMMR) method that utilizes the interchange of two fixed channel-aware policies to approximate the performance of MMR without the exact knowledge of the aforementioned system parameters. The channel-aware policies are in the form of a thresholding function where a sensor transmits if and only if the local channel condition meets the desired criterion. The TMMR method is shown to closely approximate the performance of the MMR method even without the information of the number of active sensors and the accumulated estimation accuracy before each transmission. Both of the proposed strategies are shown to outperform the one with no channel-aware transmission controls in terms of the MSE estimation performance.
Due to the similarities of the system models, the strategies studied in this paper can be applied to cooperative random access communication systems that consist of one source and multiple relays. The similarities between these two problems are discussed in [5] .
SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a wireless sensor network with N sensors, denoted by the set S = {1, . . . , N}, that are deployed to estimate a common parameter X. Suppose that each sensor observes a local measurement of X and reports it to the fusion center through direct transmission links, similar to the model given in [4, 6] 
which is chosen to satisfy the individual power constraint
We fix the average transmission power of each sensor while taking into account of the quality of the measurements and the transmission channels in deriving the transmission probabilities. Power control can be considered as well, but is beyond the scope of this work.
Without loss of generality, we shall assume that P = 1. Let us consider the collision model where the transmission from a sensor to the fusion center is successful only when no other sensors are transmitting in the same time slot otherwise the transmissions will collide and none of the messages will be received. If sensor i is the only sensor transmitting in the m-th time slot, the signal arriving at the destination can be expressed as 
The probability that sensor i succeeds at the time slot m is
Assume that each sensor, say sensor i, has the knowledge of hSi [m] and hiD [m] in each time slot and that the fusion center has knowledge of hSi [m] , hiD [m] for all i. In this case, the transmission probability of each sensor can be assigned based on the channel conditions.
Define the normalized received signal as
where
Suppose that, in the first M time slots, the fusion center successfully receives I packets from the sensors k 1, k2, . . . , kI , respectively, at time instants 0 < m1 < m2 < · · · < mI ≤ M . 
Based on the received messages up to M time slots, the fusion center computes the minimum MSE estimate of X, which is given byX = σ
T is the vector of signals received from the I sensors,
) is the covariance matrix of the normalized noise. The MSE of the estimate is given by
where (6) follows from the Woodbury's identity. We consider two transmission schemes: (1) Repeated Transmission (RT) Scheme; and (2) Transmit Once (TO) Scheme. In the first case, the sensors are allowed to transmit in each time slot regardless of whether it has already transmitted in the previous time slots. In the second case, each sensor is only allowed to transmit once regardless of the success or failure of the transmission. The latter scheme is energy efficient while the former scheme achieves a lower MSE distortion. In these schemes, there is no need for the fusion center to acknowledge the success or failure of the transmissions.
Given the local channel state information (CSI) at each sensor, i.e., h Si, hiD are known to sensor i, our goal is to devise the optimal channel-aware transmission probabilities pi [m] , for all i and m, to maximize the decrease of the MSE after each time slot for both the RT and TO schemes. In the MMR method, the probability pi [m] depends on the accumulated SNR before time slot m (i.e., δT [m−1]) and the local SNR of the current time slot (i.e., δi [m] ). Note that the local SNR is a function of the local CSI and, thus, can be computed if the local CSI is known. When the local CSI is not available to the sensors, the sensors can only apply a fixed transmission policy with probability p i[m] = 1/N , for all i and m, regardless of the channel. This probability is known to maximize the throughput of slotted ALOHA in a network of N nodes.
MAXIMUM MSE-REDUCTION METHOD
In this section, we derive the set of channel-aware transmission probabilities that maximizes the decrease of the MSE after the current time slot, say slot m, given the accumulated SNR, i.e., δT [m − 1], and the local SNR at time m, i.e., δi [m] . For notational simplicity, we shall omit the index m since the policy depends only on the actual values of δT and δi. Let p = [p1, . . . , pN ] be the set of transmission probabilities where pi = g(δi, δT ) is a function of δi and δT . We assume that the fusion center transmits the value of δT to the sensors at the beginning of each time slot.
Repeated Transmission Scheme
From (6), the MSE obtained after the current time slot will be equal to 
where P k given by (4) is the probability that user k succeeds in the time slot. By isolating the terms relevant to sensor i, we have from (7) that
The above equation is linear with respect to pi. When sensor i knows δ k and p k for all k, the optimal choice of pi which minimizes MSE(p) is equal to 1 if the slope with respect to pi is positive and it is equal to 0 if the slope is negative. Unfortunately, the sensors do not have access to the CSI of other sensors and, therefore, each sensor can only minimize the MSE averaged over the SNR of other sensors, i.e., δ k for all k = i are averaged out when determining pi. Hence, we have
for all k. Note that γ is the amount of average MSE-reduction after sensor k transmits, and (8) follows from the fact that δ k s are i.i.d. for all k. Similarly, pi is determined according to the slope of MSE(pi) given by (8) which leads to the solution that
The relation in (11) can be equivalently written as
This shows that, to maximize the reduction in the MSE after each time slot, each user should adopt a transmission control that is equivalent to a thresholding function where the sensor transmits with probability 1 if and only if the SNR contribution exceeds a certain threshold. This result is rather intuitive and is consistent with the transmission control policies derived in [2, 3] for different applications. Let F δ and f δ be the distribution function and the probability density function of δi for all i, respectively. From (10), the average transmission probability can be written as
and, γ is given by
Substituting (13) and (14) into (11), we can then solve for the value of β. However, the equation is highly nonlinear in general and must be solved numerically. Let us consider the case where δi for all i is exponential distributed with mean θ. In this case, the average transmission probabilitȳ
We can then solve for β by substituting these into (11). The numerically evaluated solution is shown in Fig. 1 (solid line) . We can see that β is monotonically increasing and are bounded between two values. The bounds are derived as follows. Let us consider two cases: (1) δT = 0 and (2) δT max{θ, β}. The first case occurs at the beginning of the process while the second case occurs after a large number of time slots. Since β is monotonically increasing with respect to δ T , we shall derive the lower bound on β for the first case and an upper bound for the second case given by
Let us prove this result. For the first case, we have
(1 + y)
is monotonically increasing for y in the interval [β, ∞). Substituting (15) and (18) into (11), we obtain βL in (17). In the second case where δT max{θ, β}, we can approximate γ as
Note that although y can take on the value in [β, ∞), the integrand for which y is large vanishes rapidly and is negligible when y θ. By substituting (15) and (19) into (12) and using the lower bound β = θ ln N , we have
which leads to the upper bound β < βU in (17). The upper and lower bounds are shown in Fig. 1 as a reference. Note that the bounds on β correspond to the bounds on the average transmission probabilityp, which are given by
Initially, the average transmission probability is set to a value close to 1 N , which is the probability that maximizes the aggregate throughput in conventional slotted ALOHA systems. This shows that, at the early stage of the process, it is desirable to have as many messages received as possible. When δ T becomes large, the demand for new data decreases due to the increase of the threshold β. This is because the transmission from less reliable sensors would not contribute much to the MSE-reduction but may cause congestion to other sensors.
Transmit Once Scheme
The MMR transmission control extends over to the transmit once scenario, where each sensor is only allowed to transmit once regardless of the success or failure of the transmission attempt. A sensor will become inactive if it has already transmitted. The probability assignment, as shown previously, depends on the number of sensors active in the current time slot and the accumulated SNR value, i.e., (14) into (11) with N replaced by N [m] . The transmission control policy is summarized as follows:
Notice that, when N [m] = 1, we have β[m] = 0 and the remaining sensor will transmit with probability 1.
SUBOPTIMAL TWO-MODE MSE-REDUCTION METHOD
The MMR described in the previous section relies on the knowledge of N [m] and δ T at the beginning of each time slot, which must be provided by the fusion center. However, the feedback from the fusion center may not be available in practical applications. Therefore, we propose the suboptimal two-mode MSE-reduction (TMMR) method described in the following and show later in Section 5 that, although the method is suboptimal, it achieves sufficiently good estimation performance.
Repeated Transmission Scheme
To avoid the need of δ T for each time slot, we can apply a strategy where the threshold β takes on only two possible values: the upper bound βU and the lower bound βL. The problem remains as to when we should switch from one value to the other. Interestingly, we observe from Fig. 1 that it is sufficient to switch between the two thresholds when δT reaches a value comparable to β * = 
and the average transmission probability isp = 1 N by (15). Suppose that βL is used over the first M time slots. The average accumulated SNR that the fusion center accumulates over the M time slots is given bŷ 
Transmit Once Scheme
The strategy above applies similarly to the transmit once policy. 
The estimated number of active sensors is then given by which is the number of sensors most likely to remain given the trans-
, ∀i and k = 1, . . ., m − 1. The average SNR accumulated at the fusion center after M time slots iŝ
by (23), and consequently, the switching occurs at time slot
which should be computed beforehand. Figs. 2 and 3 , we show the MSE performance of the RT and the TO schemes, respectively. Each result shown in the figures was obtained from the average of 1500 independent trials. The optimal scheduling is given as a lower bound to the achievable performance. In the case of scheduling, we assume that a genie assigns the transmission probability 1 to the sensor if it has the highest SNR among all sensors, and assigns the probability 0, otherwise. One can observe from Figs. 2 and 3 that both the MMR and the TMMR methods significantly outperform the strategy without channel-aware transmission control, but lose to the optimal scheduling due to the lack of centralized control.
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In the RT scheme shown in Fig. 2 , the TMMR method is shown to closely approximate the performance of the MMR, even though N and δ T [m] are not explicitly known. However, in the TO scheme shown in Fig. 3 , the MMR outperforms the TMMR since the estimate on N [m] may not be very accurate for the latter. Specifically, in TMMR, the threshold β is often underestimated in the early stages and, thus, increases the amount of transmissions that result in collision. Due to this reason, fewer sensors remain active in later time slots and, thereby, limits the MSE performance for the suboptimal method. Moreover, the average MSE saturates at some time slot in the TO scheme, which does not happen in the RT scheme. This is due to the fact that eventually all the sensors would have transmitted and the MSE will remain unchanged thereafter.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the performance of the distributed estimation problem in a cooperative slotted ALOHA system with channelaware sensors. It is shown that the transmission probability assignment that results in maximal throughput does not yield desirable estimation performance. In fact, by exploiting the channel information, one can achieve a lower distortion at a faster rate. The MMR and the suboptimal TMMR are proposed to implement the channelaware transmission control. The latter scheme achieves a reasonably good performance even without the knowledge of the number of active sensors and the accumulated estimation performance before each transmission.
